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Abstract
We study combinatorial optimisation problems on graphs in the mean-field model,
which assigns independent and identically distributed random weights to the
edges of the graph. Specifically, we focus on two generalisations of minimum
weight matching on graphs. The first problem of minimum cost edge cover finds
application in a computational linguistics problem of semantic projection. The sec-
ond problem of minimum cost many-to-one matching appears as an intermediate
optimisation step in the restriction scaffold problem applied to shotgun sequencing
of DNA.
For the minimum cost edge cover on a complete graph on n vertices, where
the edge weights are independent exponentially distributed random variables, we
show that the expectation of the minimum cost converges to a constant as n→∞.
For the minimum cost many-to-one matching on an n × m complete bipartite
graph, scaling m as dn/αe for some fixed α > 1, we find the limit of the expected
minimum cost as a function of α. For both problems, we show that a belief
propagation algorithm converges asymptotically to the optimal solution. The
belief propagation algorithm yields a near optimal solution with lesser complexity
than the known best algorithms designed for optimality in worst-case settings.
Our proofs use the machinery of the objective method and local weak con-
vergence, which are ideas developed by Aldous for proving the ζ(2) limit for the
minimum cost bipartite matching. We use belief propagation as a constructive
proof technique to supplement the objective method.
Recursive distributional equations (RDEs) arise naturally in the objective
method approach. In a class of RDEs that arise as extensions of the minimum
weight matching and travelling salesman problems, we prove existence and unique-
ness of a fixed point distribution, and characterise its domain of attraction.
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